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This paper summarizes results of a study of the appliance distribution system in Wisconsin for five
residential appliances--central air conditioning, room air conditioning, forced-air furnaces, water heaters,
and refrigerators. The research describes how the appliance distribution system works and how it
conditions the effects of DSM programs. The results are based on 8 focus groups and 41 interviews with
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, contractors, and developers, as well as a review of literature.
Results show that DSM programs interact with the distribution system in many different ways and that
the interactions vary by appliance. The paper summarizes the key findings and implications in terms of
the structure of the distribution system, ordering and stocking procedures, and trade reactions to
utility programs.

Introduction

ethodology

Examine the of incentive programs on
both trade allies and consumers as trade
allies

Investigate the relationships
among trade allies at different levels of the
distribution

between tradethe
allies and consumers

This paper summarizes results from the Appliance
Efficiency Marketing Study sponsored by the Wisconsin
Center for Demand-Side Research and conducted by

Inc 0 1 The project focused on the distribution of
five residential appliances--central. air conditioners, room
air forced-air furnaces, refrigerators and
water heaters. The project had three major components:
A review of literature, qualitative research on the
appliance distribution process, and an evaluation of
options for an ongoing sales tracking for the state
of Wisconsin 0 This paper summarizes the key results of
the literature review and research. 2

jectives

The overall of the research was to increase the
peJletJratllon of efficiency appliances in Wisconsin

knowledge of how the distribution
works and how utility incentive programs affect this

The main of the research were to:

@ Review the apl:~lIaJl1ce distribution process

@ Examine the reported aV~1l12Lb1Jlty of high-efficiency
eqillplrnelrlt to trade allies

A.JJl>.il-"Jl._~~""" .........,--,.. ~J"\, purchasing, and stocking procedures
trade alIies

The results presented in this report are based on eight
focus groups and forty-one in-depth telephone interviews.
l'be focus groups were conducted with trade allies whose
businesses were located in the service territories of major
electric and gas utilities in Wisconsin. The interviews
were conducted with manufacturers and manufacturer
representatives across the United States, as well as
distributors, developers, and appliance chains located
within Wisconsin. The focus groups were primarily aimed
at retail-level trade allies (including appliance stores,
HVAC and plumbing contractors, builders, and devel
opers) and a few distributors. The interviews were
conducted primarily with manufacturing and distribution
level trade allies.
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Key Findings and Implications

The key conclusions from the research and possible
implications for programs are summarized in three
broad areas.

o Structure of the distribution system

@ Ordering and stocking processes

• Reactions to programs

providing advance notification of program :fficien~y

guidelines will allow manufacturers to notify theIr
suppliers of the need for high-efficiency components.

Manufacturer CrossmselUnge Obviously, manufacturers
make every effort to sen their products once they have
been produced. If lower-efficiency models are not selling
in a given area because a utility is providing incentives for
the higher price model, the manufacturer will provide
their own rebates on their equipment, or push the equip
ment in some other area.

Manufactu.rers~ Most manufacturers are volume pro
ducers, and Wisconsin accounts for only three to eight
percent of their residential sales.. In general, they do not
manufacture equipment for the Wisconsin market,
although occasionally special models are producect

is a capital-intensive business requiring
product research, design, and retooling. rfhis capital-
intensive business forces manufacturers to produce
for a market enough to supply the revenue needed
for In the case of appliance or component

this means a national and/or an inter
national market. Manufacturers do take into account the
historical demand from Wisconsin in their
UH•.1Ua.ll\.,-U.Vll runs.

Structure the Distribution System Implications. Manufacturers need advance notice of pro
gram plans to ensure that qualifying models are available.
Othenvise, they will encourage selling against energy
efficiency, if needed, to reduce their appliance inventory.

Distribution~ There are three basic types of distribution
(Figure It appears that most of the appliances that are
shipped. to Wisconsin are distributed through a two-step
process or regional or national retailers that buy
directly from the manufacturers~ In the two-step process,
the wholesalers are independent from the
retailers and the manufacturers.. A fairly small number of
wholesalers distribute the majority of appliances in
Wisconsm0 For some national retailers, appliances are
ordered corporate groups on a national basis.
Individual stores in Wisconsin then order from this stock~

lmlOlu.:atlon. Wisconsin utilities will have the most impact
on the market for efficiency components by creating
a market for units that use these components and
ma,mtamms:z the market over a of time. In ad«:Utlon q

Markets~ The appliance distribution system is
generally segmented by appliance. Central heating and
cooling equipment is generally handled by HVAC con
tractors, although a few other types of retailers handled
this equipment as well (e.g., Sears). Water heaters are
handled by plumbing contractors, but it is common to find
businesses that combine plumbing, heating, and cooling
equipment Water heaters are also likely to be carried by
home improvement and hardware stores. Refrigerators and
room air conditioners are handled by home
appliance stores (both independent stores and regional and
national chain stores), but some department stores and
other types of retailers also carry refrigerators and room
air conditioners.

Implications. Utilities may need to use somewhat different
approaches to working with trade allies in each of these
two distribution processes.. In the two-step process, the
decision-makers tend to be independent and are able to

to utilities in a more flexible manner. The
national retailers may be constrained by broad-based
policies that limit local ability to adapt quickly to changes
in programs (e~g .. , are only able to select from
stock a central

PT(l~Q'r~m1S by individual utilities are likely to
attract higher-efficiency appliances into their service

but these programs will not have much influence
on the total number of models or units

manufacturers. Manufacturers will fill
demand for units by existing stock
around the to meet the needs of different areas.

if the state's utilities combine their efforts, and
eSDecl~iHV if standardize the levels to be
t~'lI"&rv,::tl.t,:::r.ti with efforts in other states as 'll".".<Q!..II.J!..II.""..II.Jl.I!...!lIl'lO/,

there is a likelihood that the utilities will influence
the total number of models produced.

Trade allies that
hi~m-Iettlcl~;,nc~v C~)mDOllents is a in

air but not for other appliances. Wisconsin
utilities can influence the availability of components in
indirect ways, but cannot have much direct effect
on the of components.
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Manufacturers

Wholesale
Distributors

Retail
Outlets

Manufacture
Representative

Retail
Outlets

Natl
B

1~ Three Primary Types I Ji.~~trij"'uti.nn Processes

that
and

to receive

Implications.. In programs for each
different strategies are needed to effectively

sut)seJ;zmc~nt. Utilities' plans should
r~~rum2e~h furwmd

Sl2:mtlCalllt P:l'1prcn.l-.~~n,,71n«J'~plotentl~a1has been identified.

rdering and Stocking t*rc~ceSSE~S

Within each the factors
8.D[)!UlltlCe distribution vary.. The factors that differentiate
these sut)see;mten1ts tend to be similar for all five
anceso The basic include the tolio~l1n~Q':

programs should be
develo for each and market Specifically,
programs need to be e;.\I,,,,",IloV""'1\,,B. to the distribution process for
each of for of

HVAC contractors versus
stores), of and criteria used
Delt"tm,ent decision-rnakerso

® New construction versus ret:rotlt/r'em,od~~11Ill2

@ Rental versus ow'ne]r-o(~cu:l:ne~DJDUSm2 The distribution system in Wisconsin involves interactions
among all levels of trade allies~ As noted above, most of
the appliances sold in Wisconsin come through a two-step
distribution process or through national retailers who
purchase directly from manufacturerse Each level of the
distribution system depends on historic of demand
and interaction with other trade allies in their
future production or saleso Utility incentive programs may

the historic patterns because they significantly shift
customer demand to higher-efficiency appliances .. This has
several consequences for trade allieso

versuse Custom-built
allld mmUfJ'-lamllIV

@ Low-income versus moderate and

The role of energy in the purchase decision
process for each of these markets vanes.. For all five
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of If programs are not timed to coin-
cide with ordering decisions by different levels of the
distribution system, then the program creates unwanted
problems for trade allies, such as lack of available models
in stock, shortage of qualifying models from distributors
and manufacturers, and additional work in "finding"
qualifying models from some source. If trade allies are
"stuck" with nonqualifying units, they are more likely to
engage in selling against high efficiency. This includes
claims that high efficiency is not worth the money, the
payback is too there are technical problems with
high-efficiency units, or that they are harder to service.

spring so that they win be aware of qualifying efficiency
levels before construction starts in the summere

_ ......llbllll1liiiallj".lll.All. of If programs are phased in and out
every year, or if the programs change significantly from
year to year, then trade allies do not have time to learn
the impacts of the programs on their customers. As a
result, they have a harder time guessing what demand will
look like in the future. For local retailers and distributors
this can be a significant problem; for manufacturers this is
a minor problem because they do not build a large number
of units specifically for the Wisconsin market

Implications.Utilities should notify distributors about
program guidelines and educate them about the programs
because these distributors often will be the
dealers and the manufacturers with whom workq Dis-
tributors make their decisions before retailers
so advance notice of program guidelines is even more
Imi)Orl:aI1t for this group than for the retailers.

lmplications* Programs should be planned over several
years, and guidelines for how the program will change
over time should be provided to trade allies at all levels.
For example, if the qualifying efficiency levels are going
to be racheted up each year, then trade allies should be
made aware of this and for the probable
changes should be circulated.

Dlr6'l!4JI'rllna and Distributors order
and stock what they think retailers win need and what
manufacturers are Distributors determine what to
order based on historical projections received
from and incentives from manufacturers &

often the distributor advice to the dealer on their
1"\1"'l=1I>'l111"1I1<::! orders as a way to assist dealers in projecting
sales. also feedback to manufacturers on
what is selling and what is noL As a result, they also pay
close attention to qualifying criteria for programs
because they know retailers and manufacturers win ulti-

need these models.

Incentives to distributors are not likely to be as effective
as incentives to customers, because distributors are less

than are dealers to push the market Distributors
order and stock based on what they believe the market

, customers and retailers) will want in the future ..

Purch.ase Process@' The flow of influence
between retailers and customers is complex and varies to
some extent by appliance. In customers have an
idea of how much want to and many tend to

around.. In the process of shcrpp:mg u....a'V'UJLli.~""'~

learn different about the

remains
with

·1·n1ereror1e, utilities
constant

the month of
nt·(,,'VI{'t~ rebate program ·n'!lil'"n~nQtll!n'll"ll

n1ill."ht-~Tll'1S"l'rI? models the fall for the tOHlOW'lDSI

Forced-Air FurnaceS0 Trade allies indicated that
furnaces in the and summer for the
winter q utilities should furnace rebate

and effi-
the winter months for the to110\VH110'

Implications. Units receiving incentives should be
announced far enough in advance to facilitate production,
ordering, and stocking. In addition, all levels of the
distribution system need some notification of the program
to effectively prepare for it. Based on the focus groups
and the following are appropriate:

Central and Room Air Conditioners.. Trade allies indicated
that the of central and room air conditioners are
ordered in the late fall or winter for the
summer$ utilities should air conditioner
rebate program and l'1ln~=3Il1f,/n"IO'

models to trade allies the summer or
fall for the year, so trade allies will have
time to review the material before nyo,.~.a.1l"'1inn

year..

Water Heaters. Trade allies indicated that order water
heaters the year. There is no time dur-

the year that utilities can program information
to trade allies. The varies in part because
plllmibml2 contractors tend to be small businesses and are
less to stock of water heaters and

to order water heaters on a case-by-case basis.
The to this rule is contractors who
have contracted to housing. In the

case, it makes sense to
program information to the contractors in the winter or



and reputation of various brands and models" Customers
also rely on the information provided by the dealer in
making their decisions" Dealers, in tum, decide what to
tell customers based on what information think
customers already know, what they think other dealers are
telling customers, and what equipment they are trying to
sell" They want to offer customers a combination of price
and features (including incentives) that will maximize the
likelihood the customer win choose their units"

Implication" To the extent practicable, the Wisconsin
utilities should continue to emphasize their concern about
energy efficiency and indicate a willingness to work with
trade allies to fmd effective ways to market
efficiency units in the state. This might include the
development of standardized programs, coordination of
program announcements, state-wide workshops, and a
state-wide liaison with the appliance industry"

This flow of information between customers and dealers is
what determines the different criteria customers will use in
making their decisions. If customers believe energy effi
ciency is important or they learn that energy efficiency is
a key difference between brands or models, then they win
pay attention to efficiency levels in the decision process"

programs need to influence both what the customer
knows and what the dealer knows to have the maximum
effect of a market for efficiency"

At least some component of the program
must be at customers to increase customer aware-
ness of the of energy efficiency" This affects
what customers look for, but it also forces dealers to learn
about energy so appear to
customers.

.... 1PJ'''''''''''A.IIL.lI....... efforts to
increase awareness of energy which in
tum leads them to inform customers about the benefits of
nl~~ner-ern(~lel[1CYmodelse

Awareness. Dealers--and distribu-
tors--in Wisconsin were aware of programs going on in
the state and the criteria used for qualifying equipment.
Manufacturers were not familiar with specific
programs, but were aware that such ptograms were
offered.

Utilities in Wisconsin appear to be a
of dealers and distributors in Wisconsin

aware of programs and program Some additional
effort may need to be directed to manufacturers and out
of-state distributors if efforts to shift production
to efficiencies are PI~umea..

Satisfaction with Current Dealers and dis
tributors are satisfied with eXlstrnuz programs.
The sources of dissatisfaction were:

@ Lack of standardization in program gU]lde,lm~~s across
utilities

Incentives are valuable because
luodels
-:Af"bt,'upl'{l decide whether
the sales process.

differentiate
or customers

P~~~~1j~nr'''is in

@ Lack

@ The burden of additional n!!:l!1i"\p'1:"\'l1(,\1"1l"

of

standards are
1l1ll1lC.'t1llt'·1I0ri! in terms of payback to

Concerns on the of some dealer and manufac
hirers about COlnpc~tltlon -- whether utilities should be
...... "'"................."'F'3 aDl0H:ln(~e programs

The last of these concerns may be the most difficult to
addresse Focus groups and interview results suggest that
r1111 ..11ht"'Il:l11111"11C'&' criteria for progtams are felt to be too high for
several appliances (mainly central air conditioning,
furnaces, and water heaters)" While some customers will

the model even though the

All levels of the
appear to that

energy as a more
units come to Wisconsin than to other

states. It is not clear whether this has evolved as a result
of the effectiveness of programs, or because of
Wisconsin's as a leader in energy

programs. In either case, there is strong
evidence that and retailers are
aware that energy is generally more .lI.AA.!LIIJ_JJl <H.U.Jl.'&-

to Wisconsin residents than to residents of neJl2l1l00nnl{!
states and other of the There is a certain

buHt up in this that would be difficult to
but it has a significant influence on

de.~lS]lOnL-rnlalCm2at aU levels of the distribution process"
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payback is quite long, several trade allies expressed
concern that they are being forced to encourage customers
to make a poor investment choice. As a result, these trade
allies may sen against efficiency. It was not
completely clear whether this concern was motivated
simply by concern about. customers, or whether these
trade allies were in a less advantageous position to
compete for business (e~g., they didn't have the models
available, their prices for the high-efficiency models were
not as competitive, etc.). In either case, it is clear that
some trade allies are often the
etllcl~~nc:y levels..

@ Customer rebate programs are generally offered for a
limited time period. Consequently, they help cus
tomers decide to take action now, rather than waiting.

® In making a sale, salespeople like to list the benefits
of a particular model to customers--the more benefits,
the more likely the sale. Customer incentives provide
salespeople with additional benefits that they can use
in selling, including the cash rebate, savings on the
customer's energy bill, protecting the environment,
and helping the company or the community.

lm,lJUlcatlon~s.. Utilities should consider the benefits of
more standardized criteria in the state. Utilities
also need to programs far in advance of
r'\"&"If".Qo~I1"'a" and to facilitate trade allies'
involvement..

Few were made for how to reduce ~1ll!J~l""I\&.l>1l'",,'111d"""ll"1r

but this remains an concern of trade allies. One
was the use of instant rebates dealer

rebates the customer, and then the reimburses the

Promotion to customers and trade allies needs to make
clear the benefits of the program to each group, and--to
defuse a rationale for
involvement in the busmesso

Almost all trade allies indi
cated their belief that customer-based incentive programs
have an on sales 0 In most cases,
trade allies favored incentives to customers, rather
than to or manufacturers. Customer
incentives were viewed as most effective for several
reasons, mc:lu.(imj~:

Implications. To maintain trade ally confidence, customer
based incentive programs should remain a mechanism
for promoting equipment to a utility's
service area.

In{l~lPnlhi1w~~ to dealers, or m~lnult-ac~turer'S.

Most trade allies indicated that they did not favor
incentives to dealers 0 A theme in most of the
focus groups and the interviews was that trade allies are

to make and sen what customers want. As a result,
trade allies like programs that create a demand from the
customer, rather than programs that give them an incen-
tive to the customer may not

lm,vUjcattonrs. As a strategy, customer-based incen-
tives are by trade allies. While trade allies
~eIler~lUy do not favor incentives to dealers, distributors,
or there may be certain market subseg-
ments where these of incentives may be more effec-
tive" Specifically, these would include subsegments where
the customer is not as directly involved in the purchase
dec~lsl,on'l or the decision is made with a minimum amount
of customer search. For eX~rml)le:

@ The custom-built home market

@ incentives for
hUl~e:r-e:nlcaeI1CV models lowers the initial and
increases customer to purctlas~e ..

@ The water heater market the

These results appear to argue against programs like the
"Golden tf aimed at providing incentives directly to
manufacturers. However, it is to note that the
fact that trade allies generally favor incentives to
customers does not necessarily preclude giving incentives
to trade allies. Rather it suggests that the program
incentives need to be packaged to look like they include
customer incentives 0 This might mean, for example,
1f'ArllI'U't"'llVlln' a sticker on refrigerators that received manu-
facturer incentives, which shows that the customer is
receiving a rebate of some amount off the retail price.
Southern California Edison has used this with
compact fluorescent bulbs.

® A of customers wish to Qroi"ll'i.'~li'U

ill and win choose the
all other Customer

incentives that even when the
decision may not make sense in terms of n'.l'i,h~ll,,1ir

@ Units that have customer rebates from the
be as better because the
~eendorse ff the _,..,,.... i"lIlIl"L~'3-
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ogram The preferred method to receive
program information was through the mail. However,
several trade allies said they thought breakfast meetings
were also a very effective way of keeping trade allies
informed of rebate programs. Utilities may also want to
encourage trade allies to call when they have questions or
need additional copies of program materials" Finally,
results from the focus groups and the interviews indicate
that most trade allies would encourage utilities to work
with them on cooperative advertising.

Endnotes

1. This project was directed by a oi"/.'IOt:30-rll'IMIt"if committee of
representatives from Northern States Power-

Wisconsin, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation,
Wisconsin Electric Power Corporation,. Wisconsin
Power and Light Company, Wisconsin Gas Company,
Wisconsin Public Power Inc. , Wisconsin Public
Service Commission, and Madison Gas and Electric
Company.

2. Two reports provide a more detailed discussion of the
results. The review of literature is summarized in
"Utility Programs and the Distribution of Residential
Appliances: A Literature Review 0 fI The qualitative
research is summarized in: "Utility Programs and the
Distribution of Residential Appliances: A Summary
of Qualitative Research (Both available from the
Wisconsin Center for Demand-Side Research).
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